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Presentation Notes
Marine Sciences Act of 1966International Decade of Ocean Exploration 1971-1980Sustainable Development goalsMindful of the international emphasis of the Marine Sciences Act and the President's pronouncements, the Marine Council under the leadership of Vice-President Humphrey generated, among other marine policy initiatives, an initiative in international marine activities. This was approved in December 1966. This initiative evolved into the IDOE, and in December 1967 the Vice-President recommended it to the President "arguing the case in terms of food for expanding world population, maritime threats to world order, waterfront deterioration in coastal cities, increased pollution at the shoreline, expanding requirements for sea-bed oil, gas, and minerals, and expanding ocean shipping" (Wenk, 1980). The full blessing of the White House was given in March 1968 in the President's conservation message as an International Decade of Ocean Exploration for the 1970s.International support for the program by other nations and international marine organizations was actively sought by the Marine Council, with the result that on June 13, 1968, the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC) of the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) recommended support for IDOE. United Nation's support for the program was obtained in proposition 3 of the General Assembly Resolution 2467(XXIII) cosponsored by 28 nations. This ensured government-to-government endorsement for the program.Participation of the U.S. marine scientific community in the planning of the IDOE was not ensured until a contract was signed in July 1968 between the Marine Council and the National Academy of Sciences and National Academy of Engineering to elicit the ideas of scientists and engineers relative to the broad goals developed by the Council. The Academies completed their studies and presented their findings and recommendations in a joint report entitled An Oceanic Quest: The International Decade of Ocean Exploration (NAS, 1969).The program became official in October 1969 when President Nixon announced five initiatives in marine affairs including a commitment of $25 million for IDOE. The National Science Foundation was given lead responsibility for the programpreserve the ocean environment,improve environmental forecasting,expand seabed assessment activities,develop ocean monitoring systems,improve worldwide data exchange, andincrease opportunities for international sharing of responsibilities and costs for ocean exploration.the Academy report identified four major topics:geology and non-living resources,biology and living resources,physics and environmental forecasting, andgeochemistry and environmental changeThe 1979 NAS report concluded that, ''the IDOE was a watershed in the history of Ocean Research. By providing the structure and resources for large-scale, long term coordinated projects, the program gave a powerful impetus to the transformation of marine science from a descriptive effort to one increasingly driven by experimental and theoretical concerns."



Confluence of International Priorities

Common themes emerging at recent 
international conferences
▪ Marine Protected Areas
▪ Climate Change
▪ Sustainable Fisheries
▪ IUU Fishing
▪ Marine Pollution, Plastics
▪ Sustainable Blue Economy
▪ Maritime Security
▪ Corals
▪ Ocean Acidification

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main message:  Decade is relevant considering the growing international coherence on areas of knowledge/data gaps and overarching priorities related to the oceanThis Decade is different than first one: focus on basic and applied Earth system knowledge & social concerns		This and more:  SDG - enhanced social outcomeGrowing the capacity of all to contribute, benefit, and use/apply knowledge, nesting local services in global scienceBroad stakeholder engagement for transformational impact: res, obs, models, operational servicesGov fundedBroad coalition funded



UN General Assembly Proclamation

▪ Dec. 6, 2017
▪ Omnibus Resolution for Oceans and 

the Law of the Sea (A/RES/72/73) 

▪ Proclaimed the UN Decade of Ocean 
Science for Sustainable Development 2021-
2030

▪ Called upon the IOC to prepare an 
implementation plan for the Decade

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UN General Assembly Called for UN Decade & asked IOC to organize consultative processEngage the UN system (some 27 agencies) member states and stakeholdersPrepare an Implementation PlanCatalyze the Decade but understand that it will be implemented without new UN regular budget funding earmarked for the DecadeVisionTo transform knowledge of the ocean system, its role in the earth and climate system, including the human component, its biodiversity and the seabed, to support sustainable management.



American Influence on Executive Planning Group

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Executive Planning Group (EPG) is an expert group composed of 20 members who were selected with due consideration to expertise, gender and geographical balance, and who serve as an advisory body to the IOC governing bodies with the main tasks to provide advice on the form and structure of the Decade, to support the development of the Implementation Plan as well as to engage and consult relevant communities.For example, when the EPG met for the first time from 17 to 19 December 2018, at IOC/UNESCO Headquarters, in Paris, France, they provided guidance on the Decade’s Implementation Plan formulation process (including its structural and programmatic elements, as well as the consultation, engagement and communication strategies to develop and make available in 2019 and 2020.EPG members serve in their personal capacity.  There are six Americans on the 20-person EPG.  Kristen GjerdeMargaret LeinenCraig McLeanLinwood PendletonErin SatterthwaiteChrista Von Hillebrandt Andrade



Decade Outcomes
Describe the ‘ocean we want’ at the end of the Decade.

1. A clean ocean where sources of pollution are identified, reduced or 
removed. 

2. A healthy and resilient ocean where marine ecosystems are understood 
and managed. 

3. A productive ocean supporting sustainable food supply and a sustainable 
ocean economy. 

4. A predicted ocean where society understands and can respond to changing 
ocean conditions.

5. A safe ocean where life and livelihoods are protected from ocean-related 
hazards.

6. An accessible ocean with open and equitable access to data, information, 
and technology and innovation.

7. An inspiring and engaging ocean where society understands and values 
the ocean in relation to human wellbeing and sustainable development.



Ocean Decade Challenges

1) Pollution and Marine Debris
2) Ecosystem Protection, Restoration
3) Food Security, Sustainable Seafood 
4) Economic development
5) Ocean-Climate Nexus 
6) Multi-Hazard Warnings
7) Ocean Observing Systems
8) Digital Ocean Map and Data Portal
9) Capacity Development
10)Social & Behavioral Barriers to Change
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Presentation Notes
These challenges articulate the most immediate and pressing priorities for the Decade and aim to unite Decade partners in collective action, ensuring the whole of the Decade is exponentially greater than the sum of its partsImage: Steve Haddock, MBARI



Focus on Next Steps—2020-2021

JUNE
2020

SEPT.
2020

OCT. 
2020

JAN. 
2021

MAY-
JUNE 
2021

DEC. 
2021

● IP sent to 
U.S. for 
review

● IP 
presented 
to UN 
General 
Assembly

● 1st “Call 
for Actions” 
for Decade 
programs

● Start of 
Decade

● Int’l Kick-
Off event

● Negotiation of IP at UN 
General Assembly (UNGA)

● Est. of Decade Board and 
coordination structure
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You had the broad overview on the previous slide, but here’s what’s been happening lately and where we’re going from here



U.S. Decadal PrioritiesUN Decadal Goals

Modernize R&D infrastructure
Big data, models, R2O

Promote Economic Prosperity
Seafood competitiveness, energy, 
minerals, econ/eco balance, workforce

Resilient Coastal Communities
Disaster risk reduction

Safeguard Human Health
Plastics contaminants & pathogens, 
HAB, Natural Products
Ensure Maritime Security
Arctic transport, situational awareness, 
national security relies on strong 
science literacy in our communities

Accessible Ocean
Open and equitable access to data, information, tech., innovation

Productive Ocean
Supporting sustainable food supply and a
sustainable ocean economy

Safe Ocean
Life and livelihoods are protected from ocean-related hazards

Healthy & Resilient Ocean
Marine ecosystems are understood, protected, restored                     
and managed

Clean Ocean
Sources of pollution are identified and reduced or
removed

Predicted Ocean
Society understands and can respond to
changing ocean conditions

Inspiring & Engaging Ocean
Focus on ocean literacy to establish broad understanding of 
role/importance of ocean
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These NOAA goals, and the overall ocean goals of the Administration,  are complementary to the UN Decadal Goals - the work that we’re already doing and the advancement in partnerships that NOAA has been focused on recently is work that is supporting the ideas and ideals behind the Ocean Decade The Decade is an opportunity for the U.S to take a leadership role in the next Decade and beyond of ocean science, technology and sustainable development(Transition to NOAA S&T)



U.S. Domestic Engagement Strategy

Partnerships to support 
Decadal vision

Raising community 
awareness and visibility 

of oceans
Recruit participation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main Message: Constant and growing effort to inform and involve broad community (suggestions welcome)Ocean literacy in the public sphereRecruit participationPartners for support of the Decade - environmentally focused NGOs; impact of scienceImages:2019 - Students plant codgrass in Florida Credit: NOAATeachers Artisinal Fishery - National Geographic Society2020 –participate in NOAA’s Adopt-a-Drifter program on board the NOAA Research Vessel Shearwater. Photo: Claire Fackler/NOAA



Federal Agencies
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Working with interagency partners - they all are thinking about and planning for the Decade - to figure out how we as a USG can take advantage of this opportunity



NGO Outreach



Expanding Our Outreach

Agriculture

Construction

Commercial &                             
recreational fishing

Legislature

Manufacturing /           
retail trade

Insurance / 
reinsurance

Mining

Public safety

Tourism and 
recreation

Transportation / 
warehousing

Utilities

Zoos & Aquaria
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Presentation Notes
The message and the reach of the Decade need to be beyond the “business as usual” ocean crowd - we need to expand our outreach to reach the sustainable development focus of the Decade - which depends on science & technology necessary for these sectors.  Beyond the traditional science audiences, new partnerships are in work to enhance public awareness and engagement.



Contribute to the U.S. planning process

Foster/Institutionalize multidisciplinary science 
approach to increase science capacity & impact

Make recommendations to NOAA

Encourage Nexus Organizations
(Visit nas.edu/oceandecadeus for more information)

Communicate about the Decade

SAB Influence 
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Presentation Notes
This Decade is different than first oneFocus on basic science focus on  basic and applied Earth system knowledge & social concerns		This and more:  SDG - enhanced social outcomeGrowing the capacity of all to contribute, benefit, and use/apply knowledge, nesting local services in global scienceBroad stakeholder engagement for transformational impact: res, obs, models, operational servicesGov fundedBroad coalition funded



Contact
liz.tirpak@noaa.gov; taylor.goelz@noaa.gov

oceandecade@unesco.org

Follow all Decade news: 
http://oceandecade.org 

Social media:

IocUnesco IocUnesco ioc_unesco

MORE INFORMATION

mailto:liz.tirpak@noaa.gov


THANK YOU
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